Software test is the important means that guarantee software quality and reliability， and in this respect，it plays the role that other method cannot replace. However software test is a complex process , it needs to consume huge manpower，material resources and time，which takes the 40%~50% of entire software development cost approximately . Paper presents the inherent in software test case designing based on genetic algorithm is using genetic algorithm to solve a set of optimization test cases, and the framework includes three parts which are test environment construction, genetic algorithm and the environment for test .
Introduction
Algorithm ( genetic algorithm ) is the simulation of Darwin's selection and the natural elimination process of biological evolution model. Web log mining algorithm was first proposed by Professor J.Holland in 1975 by the United states. Its main characteristic is the direct operation to structural object, there is no derivation and the continuity of function limit; inherent implicit parallelism and better ability of global searching; using the probability optimization method, can automatically access and guide optimal search space, adaptively adjust the search direction, does not need to determine the rules. The algorithm processes include coding, generation of initial population, fitness value was calculated,selection, crossover, mutation operation. The general flow diagram as shown in figure 1:
Based on The Web Log Mining Algorithm for Generating Test Case
Based on the algorithm of test case generation basic processes as follows:
(1) analysis of the source code, access to program control flow diagram;
(2) by a program control flow diagram to get program branching path set, choose the target path;
(3) according to each predicate terms to the program instrumentation and the development of fitness function;
(4) set the algorithm parameters, including population size, variation, randomly generated initial test data set;
(5) using the test data to perform after plug-in source code, to obtain the fitness value, according to the fitness value judgment, if meet the program termination condition output results and exit the program, if the conditions are not satisfied to step ( 6);
(6) according to the fitness value, using the algorithm selection, crossover, mutation operation, generating new test data, and go back to step (5 ), repeat;
Program frame as shown in Figure 2 , including the test environment structure, algorithm and test running environment part three. 
Tested Program Analysis

A. The program to be tested into
The triangle classification procedure as an example to verify the algorithm. The triangle classification procedure in many software testing research is as the benchmark program to use, because it contains clear and complex logic, and even a larger range of integers as input, and only a small amount of input combinations to meet specific branch code. For example, when the input is 1 to 10 integer, 1000 input 10 groups only can satisfy the judgement as " equilateral triangle " branch. Triangular source for:
String 
B. program flow analysis
The program flow diagram as shown in Figure 3 , the program is divided into two parts, the first input value from the sort, then classify triangles.
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C. path analysis
Through the process of analysis, the procedure to classify triangles statement as in Figure 3 is marked with a " 1 " to " 6 " on the branch, the branch path analysis as shown in table I: 
Results Analysis
The triangle classification procedures are condemned as " an equilateral triangle " path W4 for example, run the program, found in the 51 generation to find the optimal solution, table 2, 3 respectively for the zeroth generation, thirteenth generation, the fifty-first generation of fitness for the top 10 individual case:
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